Abstract. Falls in the elderly is a major public health problem because of their frequency and their medical and social consequences. New smart assistive technologies and Health Telematics make it possible to provide elderly with more security and well being at home. A smart home can automatically monitor home activities for early warning in health changes or detecting dangerous situations. One of our objectives is to design an automatic system to detect fall at home, which in its final version will be made up of a network of RGB-D sensors. In this paper, we present a simple and robust method based on the identification and tracking of the center of mass of people evolving in an indoor environment. Using a simple Hidden Markov Model whose observations are the position of the center of mass, its velocity and the general shape of the body, we can surprisingly monitor the activity of a person with high accuracy and thus detect falls with very good accuracy without false positives. An experimental study, that is reported here, has been driven in our smart apartment lab. 26 subjects were asked to perform a predefined scenario in which they realized a set of eight postures. 2 hours of video (216 000 frames) were recorded for the evaluation, half of it being used for the training of the model. The system detected the falls without false positives. This result encourages us to use this system in real situation for a better study of its efficiency.
Introduction
According to a French statistic agency (INSEE), 1 200 000 people, in France, will be dependent in 2040 against 800 000 today. That obviously presents a problem of funding, as most of dependent elderly people are moving into long-term care units. The development of new technologies such as those provided by Robotics or Ambient Intelligent researches could offer an alternative allowing elderly people with loss of autonomy to stay longer at home than they do today by providing them with efficient assistance, especially when they live alone at home.
"Smart houses" for assisting and telemonitoring elderly people at home is not a new idea. In France, in the end of 90ths, TIMC-IMAG laboratory (Grenoble) [1] proposed the concept of HIS (Health Smart Home) and LAAS laboratory in Toulouse [2] launched at the same time the "PROSAFE" project. More recently, we can quote the Gerome project in Nice or the Adream project by LAAS. Inria, launched too, two years ago a national program called Pal ("Personal assisting living") in which our group is implied. Several Intelligent home laboratories have been built within this project especially in Nancy where our group stays. A large number of projects about smart houses are ongoing all around the world dedicated either to the management of energy and well being of people or on the development of new services for elderly people. Let us quote "MavHome", "House of Matilda", "Gator Tech Smart House", "Aware Home Research", "Easyliving", "Sensorized Environment for LiFe", "Intelligent Sweet Home".
Fall detection is a service, which is often mentioned by researchers in this domain, elderly people associations, and caregiver. Elderly fall is one of the major health issues affecting elderly people, especially at home. The importance of this problem is shown by the figures of the INPES (2005), which reveal that one elderly people out of three falls in the year. The consequences in term of autonomy for a person experimenting a fall are often dramatic and furthermore increase her risk of mortality. It's not rare that people stay all night on the ground after a fall before someone could assist them. The falls can have serious physical consequences (for example fractures), and also psychological ones (fear of falling again). Generally fallers face far greater problems because they carry out less daily life activities which increases their fragility.
Mainly, two categories of systems exist to detect falls. The first category consists in systems with sensors, that the person wears on her, as the accelerometers, the gyroscopes or the goniometers ( [3] , [4] ). In this category we can add the systems with alarm button where the person must press herself on a button to alert after the fall. The problem of this category is that the person may sometimes forget to wear it. The second category of systems detecting falls is based on environmental sensors. Among them, video camera have greatly attracted the research community. This article is related to this last category of ambiant sensor approach, a RGB-D camera (Kinect) is chosen to detect the falls because it's a low-cost system which may be used by day and by night.
Proposed Approach
Several methods have been developed so far to detect falls from video cameras. Some authors build a blob around the person [5] . Others track an element of the person's body as the head [6] , the head and the feet [7] or human centroid [8] . Finally, the methods to detect falls may be based on the detection of a person near the ground [8] , the vertical speed [9] or the scene training of inactivity places [10] . We propose to fusion 3 simple indicators with a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) for filtering RGB-D camera images in order to detect falls.
Feature extraction
In this paper, we argue that three simple features are sufficient for detecting falls and discriminating them from other similar situations like sitting or squatting. As presented in Figure 1 , we extract the background from depth camera images to obtain the mobile points and calculate the position of the center of mass, the vertical speed and the standard deviation of the mobile points.
Extraction of background Several methods can be used for detecting mobile elements in the scene like Gaussian Mixture Model [11] , occupancy grid [12] . In this article we use a simple and fast method which consists in averaging the depth map for learning the background [11] . At each time we substract the background distances from the current distances to keep only mobile points. The real world coordinate system is obtained by using the Kinect factory optical parameters and we compensate the camera tilt angle (read from the camera accelerometer sensor) by a rotation on X-axis. We use OpenNI for Kinect to real world transformations.
Tracking a person and her center of mass The aim is to gather the mobile points (2D pixels) belonging to the same object so as to be able to distinguish several persons in the scene. To gather the mobile points the method "Component labelling" [13] is used. Then we extract the features. The center of mass of the person is calculated as the average location of all the mobile points. The vertical speed is calculated from the position of the center of mass. And the vertical standard deviation is extracted from the point cloud of the person. The image entitled "Extraction mobile objects" of Figure 1 shows the result obtained with the running average and component labelling algorithms. All the mobile points belonging to the same person are gathered in color. The first image entitled "Extraction of center of mass, vertical speed and standard deviation" is the displacement of center of mass of a person on the vertical plane. In this figure, each point represents the center of mass in time. This curve is filtered with the Kalman method [14] . The second curve is the variation of the standard deviation in time.
Recognition of the activity of a person
In this part we present the method used to recognize the activity of a person more particularly to detect the falls. Our method is based on a Hidden Markov Model.
The aim is to create a model allowing to distinguish the falls from other activities. To define these other activities we were inspired by the article of Noury et al [15] where he described scenarios for the evaluation of fall detectors. We retain seven activities (other that falling), postures that a person can take: walking (including the position upright), lying (on a bed, on a couch for example), sitting, lying down, squatting, going up on an obstacle (a chair, a footboard for example) and bending. These eight postures are represented by the eight states of our HMM. The representation of this HMM is shown in Figure 1 in the block "Analysis". The meaning of each state is represented by the picture.
The model and these probabilities were deduced intuitively respecting the following assumptions:
-the most probable states are "walking" and "sitting", for a people at home, and the other states have a small probability in comparison; -the difference between the state "lying couch" and the state "lying down" is the preceding state. In the case of lying on the ground, the preceding state is "falling" and the probability of this state is small. In the case of lying on a couch the preceding state is "sitting" because we sit down before lying on a couch.
In our HMM, the observations are the three features extracted as described in Section 2.1: the vertical position of the center of mass, the vertical speed and the standard deviation of all the points belonging to the person. The observation function follows a multidimensional normal law whose parameters are calculated from the data of 16 subjects visiting the eight states of the HMM. More explanations on this experiment are given in Section 3.
To calculate the probability to be in one of the eight states of HMM, we implemented the Forward-Backward algorithm and to calculate the best path we implemented Viterbi [14] . These two algorithms are compared in section 3.2. We assign the same initial probability to each state (1/8). We make the hypothesis that it's possible to be in each state at the beginning of the analysis.
Results
To test our algorithm an experiment is made with 26 subjects. These tests were made in a smart room. Only one camera is placed on the corner as shown in Figure 2 . Each subject perform eight situations corresponding to the eight states of the HMM. In Figure 1 concerning the HMM we can see eight pictures corresponding to what was requested from the subjects. To learn the observation function as shown in Section 2.2, the data of 16 subjects are used and the validity of the HMM is tested with the data of 10 other subjects. We test and compare the two algorithms, Forward-Backward and Viterbi. 
Observation function parameters
As described in Section 2.2 we learn the mean and covariance matrix of the feature vector composed of the vertical position of the center of mass, of the vertical speed and of the standard deviation of all the points belonging to the person for each situation performed by the 16 subjects. The results are shown in Table 1 . The state "going up" and "walking" have a high vertical position whereas "lying down" has a small vertical position. The state "falling" distinguishes itself from the other states by the vertical speed. And concerning the standard deviation there is a difference between "walking" and "going up" on the one hand and "lying down" and "lying couch" on the other hand.
Result with Forward-Backward and Viterbi
We have tested in which state was classified each situation of the 10 subjects not belonging to the learning group by using the Forward-Backward algorithm and the Viterbi algorithm. The two algorithms give the same classification results. For sitting, squatting, lying on a couch, lying down, walking and going up the sensitivity (capacity to detect a state when it is present) is 100%. On the other hand for the 10 situations where each subject is bending the algorithm replaced by state "sitting" or by the state "squatting". The problem is that the observation doesn't allow to dissociate this state enough from the states "sitting" and "squatting", even visually. Concerning the classification of falls, one fall was not detected. This non detected fall corresponds to a subject who rose immediately after he fell, the fall itself being mitigated so the fall was not realistic. This subject doesn't pass in the state "lying down". However, according the HMM that we have defined in section 2.2, to be in the state "falling" it's necessary to pass in the state "lying down". For falls we can add that the specificity (the capacity of the system to detect the absence of a state when it doesn't appear) is 100% i.e. there are no false positives.
According to the HMM a person can fall only after the state "walking" which doesn't correspond to reality. We want to know if our algorithm is really robust for detecting the falls. We asked a subject to sit and fall from his chair. The algorithm is robust because it detects the fall even if there are no transition between the state "sitting" and the state "falling" in the HMM.
A last notice, we didn't see differences between Forward-Backward and Viterbi algorithm exept the "transition state". Viterbi give more state for a same situation. We asked a subject to sit and go up on a chair without walking between these two situations. We analysed the results with Forward-Backward algorithm and Viterbi algorithm, as presented in Figure 3 . We can notice that Viterbi provided more states. To pass from sitting to going up the subject didn't walk as correctly inferred by Forward-Backward in Figure 3 (a) but Viterbi inferred the state walking. It's not correct but Viterbi stick at the contraints provided by the HMM. In the HMM we have proposed that after the state sitting we have the state walking before passing to the other state. Thus in figure 3 (b) Viterbi pass by the state walking even if the subject doesn't walk. 
Result in real time and discussion
In introduction we said that we wanted to develop a system for detecting falls.
The results show that our algorithm allows a correct identification of the falls. But these results were obtained by analyzing video sequences. We implemented our algorithm in real time to launch the analysis at the same time as the person is viewed by the camera. Figure 4 shows a person walking and falling. In the top left-hand corner of this figure the image is the depth background learnt and on the right is the current depth image of the camera. In the bottom left-hand corner is the current RGB image with the object detected as foreground drawn in color. And in the bottom right-hand corner the center of mass on the vertical plane is drawn and the algorithm deduced the state in which the person is. We can see in this figure that the algorithm detects correctly the walk and the fall of the person. We can imagine a system which would allow to send a signal to a physician or to a member of the family when it detects that the person has fallen as in Figure 4 (b). This system uses a computer and low-cost cameras. Another advantage is that this system allows to preserve the privacy of the person since it works with extracted features and the images don't need to be stored. 
Conclusion
In this paper we presented a system based on RGD-D camera able to detect falls of elderly people while preserving their private life. Our algorithm tracks the center of mass of the person. To know if the person falls we create a HMM with eight states corresponding to eight situations of daily life. The results show that our model distinguishes correctly the falls from the others activities (as sitting, lying on a couch...). The experiment was made on healthy subject and without occlusions. In the future we plan to explore these two problems.
